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Introduction

Most literature about RWT is 
concerned with water supply 
augmentation benefits

This presentation will look into only 
the benefits of RWT as a WSUD 
treatment using the Northern Growth 
Area (NGA) as a case study

Google maps
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Introduction Northern Growth Area

The NGA is a recent extension of 
Melbourne s Urban growth boundary 
between Craigieburn and Wallan 
approx. 20 km North of Melbourne 
CBD

It drains mainly into the Kalkallo and 
Merri Creeks

Only the areas that drain into the 
Kalkallo Creek or the Merri Creek 
North of Donnybrook Road were 
analysed

There is other WSUD Yarra Valley Water, Servicing Growth In Melbourne s North
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General Methodology

MUSIC was used to run models

Between the models only the RWT 
size and the installation rates changed

Other inputs remained constant 
across all models

Seven metrics were used to compare 
the models
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Peak Flow Days

One of seven metrics used

Indicative of retention capacity

Flow events not possible to measure 
from models
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Impacts of tank size and installation rates

Only the sub-catchments draining into 
the Merri Creek were analysed

Results were recorded for each sub-
catchment as well as the whole Merri 
Creek catchment

eWater, MUSIC Help
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Scenarios modelled

Scenario name Description

Base Case No RWT on any houses

2 kL 50% 50% of houses have 2 kL  RWT, 50% of houses have no 
RWT

2 kL 100% All houses have 2 kL RWT

5 kL 50% 50% of houses have 5 kL  RWT, 50% of houses have no 
RWT

5 kL 100% All houses have 5 kL RWT

10 kL 50% 50% of houses have 10 kL  RWT, 50% of houses have no 
RWT

10 kL 100% All houses have 10 kL RWT
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Results Total flow

Benefits in all catchment types

Greater benefits in commercial and wetland catchments

Benefits more dependent on installation rate
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Results Peak flow

Insignificant benefits in residential catchments

Slight benefits in catchments with wetlands

Large benefits in commercial catchments

Tank size has a greater impact than installation rate
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Results Peak flow days

Benefits only in catchments with wetlands

Installation rate has a greater impact than tank size 
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Results Pollution Loads

In catchments without wetlands pollutant loads decrease with total 
flow

Greater reduction in pollutant load in catchments with wetlands
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Impacts of tank distribution patterns - Theory

Are there benefits from delaying the flow from upper catchment areas?
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Comparing tank distribution patterns - Method

Sub-catchments split into upper and 
lower

Three models were tested

5kL tanks uniform distribution

10kL tanks in upper areas

10kL tanks in lower areas
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Scenarios modelled

Scenario name Description

Base Case No RWT on any houses

UD All houses are uniformly distributed with 5 kL RWT

Upper All houses in up stream sub-catchments have 10 kL RWT and 
all houses in down stream sub-catchments have no RWT

Lower All houses in down stream sub-catchments have 10 kL RWT 
and all houses in up stream sub-catchments have no RWT
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Results Flow metrics

Flow peak showed no change between the models

Upper catchment scheme outperformed lower catchment scheme

Total flow least in uniform distribution
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Results - Pollution Loads

Pollution reductions followed total flow

Uniform Distribution model had the most benefits 
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Conclusions

There are benefits across all metrics from oversizing RWT

Peak flow days can be used on whole catchment scale

Connecting all houses to RWT is more beneficial than having fewer larger 
tanks in all metrics except peak flow

Having fewer larger RWT shows more reductions in peak flow than 
connecting all houses to tanks

Rainwater tanks help wetlands work more effectively in reducing pollutants

Some benefit to increased tank size in upper catchment areas
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Thank you
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